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Abstract

Data is one of the essential aspects in providing new information and new

knowledge so that the data exploration process can provide policies on a

decision for many sectors. Exploratory Data Analysis in this paper begins with

collecting datasets contained on the Youtube digital platform. The dataset used

was 30 samples found on the top page of youtube in each keyword. After

conducting the Exploratory Data Analysis process, we found new learning

content on the digital youtube platform. From the Exploratory Data Analysis

that has been carried out, we also ind different variations of the analysis’s

variables. The duration variable shows the result that the total duration of

the overall duration in mathematics learning content that includes the exact

ield is less than the psychology learning content included in the non-exact

ield. Meanwhile, the overall number of views on mathematics learning content

is more than the number of views on psychology learning content. From the

collecting dataset that we have made, showing a considerable number of views

is undoubtedly the key to equitable distribution of information and knowledge

for all users. More innovation and creating learning content are expected to

encourage increased human development.

Keywords: Explanatory data analysis, Exact and non-exact, Learning content,

Digital platform, Python libraries

1 Introduction

Digital platformsare evolving alongwith

many smart device users who continue

to experience signiicant growth. Digital

platforms such as Youtube that contain

learning content can be used as one of

the supporters of the learning process.
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The combination of videos, comments,

the number of users, and the number

of users who like the content on

digital platforms such as Youtube create

interactions between content creators

and users (Tanskanen, 2021). The ease

of accessing learning content with a

good internet connection infrastructure

beneits learning content users. As one

of the sources of information, youtube

is very popular as a digital platform

(Baran and Yilmaz Baran, 2021). Data is

one of the essential aspects in providing

new information and new knowledge

so that the data exploration process

can provide policies on a decision

for many sectors. Exploratory Data

Analysis includes the critical process

of initial investigative tests on data to

identify patterns, ind anomalies, test

hypotheses, and examine assumptions

through summary statistics and

graphical (visual) representations. The

use of exploratory data analysis in many

ields can provide new knowledge to

the data carried out by the analysis so

that the results of the analysis can be

implemented (Sorg and Khobzi, 2022).

Data exploration analysis can provide

broad insights into many industry

sectors and organizations (Hammouchi

et al., 2019). Exploratory data analysis

reveals the shape of a set of data

and generates statistical distributions

(Adeniyi et al., 2020).

Data literacy is critical in the current

industrial era 4.0 because it can provide

value in many ields by making data

analysis and exploration. The industrial

ield and the organization are very

dependent on data, so it is necessary

to prepare quality human resources to

managedata. Digital platforms that have

experienced signiicant improvements

need to be carried out Exploratory Data

Analysis both on content and also users.

The ease of accessing learning content

through digital platforms needs to be

optimized so that it can encourage the

improvement of new competencies and

insights for its users.

In comparing our paper, some

previous studies discuss exploratory

data analysis such as Whitelock-

Wainwright et al. (2021) analyze

students’ expectations of learning

services. The indings from their

study show that students’ expectations

regarding the ethical and privacy

variables of learning services are

consistent across all groups. However,

the expectations of the service’s

features vary considerably. Ahmadi

et al. (2020) make a data analysis of

ambidexterity that drives innovation in

the manufacture of SMEs. This study

shows exploitative dominant balanced

ambidexterity as the optimal strategy

composition in SMEs. Li et al. (2021)

make a factor analysis of constructivist

exploration in a survey of the learning

environment of engineering graduates.

This paper presents a questionnaire

data collection on irst-year engineering

students’ perceptions of constructivist

practice in the learning environment.

Of the 293 participants sampled by

the questionnaire, 274 completed the

questionnaire with a response rate of

93.515

Our paper focuses on data on the

duration of learning content and the

number of views on learning content.

How we explore the data created is

to do dataset analysis using several

libraries contained in Python, such

as Matplotlib, Pandas, Numpy, and

also Sklearn. What is the purpose

of our paper can be shown in the

process by exploring data on learning

content contained on Youtube using

samples ofmathematics and psychology
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learning content. The results of this

data exploration help ind information

from both samples of variables, thus

providing new information in the

context of learning content contained

on digital platforms such as Youtube.

2 Material and Method

The collection of datasets is obtained by

typing keywords on the Youtube search

menu, such as learning mathematics

and learning psychology. Mathematics

learning content (BM) enters the same

ield, and learning psychology (BP)

enters the non-exact ield. The dataset

used was 30 samples found on the top

page of youtube in each keyword. In

the table below, only ten examples of

datasets are shown that are used in this

Exploratory Data Analysis. The analysis

is performed to identify the structure

and interrelationship of the data (Ide

et al., 2020).

2.1 Python Library

Compared to other programming

languages, Python is more popular

because it is very productive and has

many types of capable libraries, such as

TensorFlow, NumPy, SciPy, Pandas, and

Matplotlib, Keras, SciKit-Learn, PyTorch,

and Scrapy. A python library is a

collection of relatedmodules containing

code that can be used repeatedly in

different programs. The existence of

libraries makes Python programming

more supericial and more convenient

for programmers because there is no

need to write the same code repeatedly

for different programs. Python libraries

that are available open-source provide

convenience in carrying out data

analysis and testing (Zanovello et al.,

2022). The python library can be run

on many operating systems (Chacon-

Hurtado and Scholten, 2021). Python

libraries have also provided various

types of algorithms that can be used

according to the characteristics of the

data used to analyze and test datasets

(Meyer, 2021). Python allows users

to create interface design graphics

(Brandstetter et al., 2021).

2.2 Proposed Method

Exploratory Data on learning content

carried out in this paper is carried

out by the analysis method. Data

analysis is a data processing process

to ind helpful information that can be

used as a basis for decision-making

for the solution of a problem. The

main elements of Exploratory Data are

inding out what happened, inding and

inding new insights, and generating

ideas and hypotheses from datasets that

are analyzed or in the form of training

datasets (Garousi et al., 2022). Figure

1 shows the process carried out in the

exploration of data in this paper. The

dataset is collected from the Youtube

digital platform, and then Exploratory

Data Analysis is carried out.

Figure 1. Data Exploration Process
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Table 1. Duration and Views of Learning Content

Duration BM Views BM Duration BP Views BP

9,25 2,243,668 26,27 1,017,999

9,03 7,353,202 11,13 3,903,910

4,48 533,958 9,46 1,389,913

5,40 1,260 9,34 766,534

4,29 2,244,007 5,06 32,253

5,13 449,157 11,17 204,791

5,28 1,751,895 9,12 115,362

4,26 322,986 9,01 1,353,664

Table 2. Duration and Views of Learning Content

No Column Non-null Count Dtype

1 Duration BM 30 non-null loat64

2 Views BM 30 non-null object

3 Duration BP 30 non-null loat64

4 Views BP 30 non-null int64

3 Result and Discussion

After the dataset is processed and

the Exploratory Data Analysis process

is carried out, the results of the

exploratory process are visualized with

several forms of graphs.

The variables of the duration of the

content of learning mathematics and

psychology are processed by summing

all the datasets in each column of the

duration of the content of learning in the

ields of mathematics and psychology.

The total duration of the mathematics

learning content amounted to 309

minutes, and the duration of the

psychology learning content amounted

to 404minutes. Figure 2 shows the total

duration of BM and BP.

Figure 2. Total Duration of BM and BP

Figure 3 shows the number of

views of mathematics learning content,

as many as 32,770,853 views, and

views of psychology learning content,

as many as 19,939,180 views. The

two pictures above show that out

of 30 samples contained in duration

and views. The duration variable

shows that the duration of mathematics

learning content has a smaller duration

than psychology learning content.

Meanwhile, in the views of the two

learning content variables, views of

mathematics learning content have a

more signiicant number of views than
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the number of views of psychology

learning content.

Figure 3. The sum of Views BM and

Views BP

Table 3 shows all the data on

the number, average, maximum and

minimum in each column of the learning

content dataset. The table shows

variables in the number of durations of

mathematics learning content as much

as 309 minutes, an average duration

of 10 minutes, a maximum duration of

38 minutes, and a minimum duration

of 3 minutes. The total duration of

psychology learning content is 404

minutes, the average duration is 13

minutes, the maximum duration is 32

minutes, and the minimum duration

is 3 minutes. The variety of views in

the two learning content consists of

mathematics, consisting of 32,770,853

views, an average view of 1,170,388,

a maximum of 7353202 views, and a

minimum of 5 views. In psychology

learning content, the number of views

is 19,939,180, the average views are

664,639, the total views are 3,903,910,

and the minimum views are 2,122.

In Figure 4, the results of

the n_sampel processed in python

programming that we show only in

the number of durations of learning

mathematics (BM) and the number of

durations of learning psychology (BP)

as well as n_sample average views of

learning mathematics (BM) and views

of learning psychology (BP).

Figure 4. (a) Circles n_Sample sum

duration BM vs. duration BP (b) Circles

n_Sample average views BM vs. views

BP

After doing some Exploratory

Data Analysis process, we found new

information related to learning content

on the digital youtube platform. The

duration variable shows the result that

the total duration of the overall duration

in mathematics learning content that

includes the exact ield is less than the

psychology learning content included

in the non-exact ield. Datasets on

exact planes can provide solutions to

various nonlinear differential equations

(Chen et al., 2022). Meanwhile, the

overall numberof viewsonmathematics

learning content is more than the

number of views on psychology learning

content. The average duration of

mathematics learning content is 309

minutes, less than the psychology

learning content, which is 404 minutes.

The average views of mathematics

learning content are at 10minutes,more

than psychology learning content with

13 minutes. From the maximum value

of mathematics learning content, it is

more than psychology learning content,

which is 38 minutes versus 32 minutes.

The minimum value of the duration of
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Table 3. Sum, Average, Max, Min

Variable Sum Average Max Min

Duration BM 309 10 38 3

Duration BP 404 13 32 3

Views BM 32770853 1170388 7353202 5

Views BP 19939180 664639 3903910 2122

the mathematics learning content and

the minimum value of the psychology

learning content is equal to the duration

of 3 minutes. The maximum score

for mathematics learning content is

7,353,202 views and 3,903,910 for

the total views of psychology learning

content.

Meanwhile, the minimum views of

mathematics learning content are at 5

minutes, and 2,122 for the minimum

views of psychology learning content.

From the Exploratory Data Analysis

that has been carried out, we also ind

different variations of the analysis’s

variables. This is also found in studies

such as Whitelock-Wainwright et al.

(2021), which analyzes the evaluation

of student expectations of learning

services. The indings from their

study show that students’ expectations

regarding the ethical and privacy

variables of learning services are

consistent across all groups. However,

the expectations of the service’s features

vary considerably.

4 Conclusion

The variables carried out exploratory

data analysis both from duration and

views, and we found differences. From

these two variables, the content of

mathematics learning included in the

ield of exact sciences has a higher

weight on the number of views.

Meanwhile, the content of psychology

learning included in the non-exact ield

has a higher weight on the number

of durations. In the future, research

can be done by comparing and looking

for correlation values between the

two variables and adding variables

that can be analyzed, such as the

number of likes, subscribers, year of

content creation, and making sentiment

analysis of comments on learning

content contained on the digital youtube

platform. We can already explain the

process and why we made this paper

with several stages, starting from the

introduction, materials, and methods

used. The results and discussions we

have comprehensively made. With

the Exploratory Data Analysis, we can

dig up data about learning content

on digital platforms such as Youtube.

From the collecting dataset that we

have made, showing a vast number

of views is undoubtedly the key to

equitable distribution of information

and knowledge for all users. More

innovation and creating learning

content are expected to encourage

increased human development.
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